
Pivot arm has several purposes: 

 Swing it out for more room when attaching binder to machine. 

 Easier to load fabric strips into binder in the swing-out position. 

 Used in the process of mitering corners using binder attachment. 

4  Loosen screws using a 
screwdriver to slide  the 

binder front to back; should 
be adjusted so the guide 
sits parallel to the presser 
foot while the end of the 

fabric channel sits at the  

tip of the toe of the  

presser foot. 

1 Position plate with this opening over            
the two holes in the bed of the machine. 

Insert black thumb screw (included with 
Binder Attachment) into either hole and 
tighten to hold the attachment in place. 

guide 

guide 

fabric channel  

end of fabric channel  

Custom-fit the BERNINA Binder Attachment #88 to your machine to get precisely stitched binding to finish  
the edges of your projects. Make the adjustments shown as needed the first time you use the binder for best 
results. Occasional adjustments may be needed as the moving parts of the binder may shift slightly with use. 

Size of binder is engraved on 
the attachment and refers to  
the width of the flat strip of  
fabric needed to create binding. 
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For precision binding, make adjustments to 
the BERNINA Binder Attachment so that it 
fits around Binder Foot 95/95C. 

3  Loosen screw using a screwdriver to slide the binder side-to-side 
to adjust the front part of the attachment. The binder should be set 

close to the presser foot with just enough clearance so that the foot 
and the binder do not interfere with each other. 

Binder Foot #95 works with BERNINA 
models that have  a maximum stitch 
width of 5.5mm. The notch on the  
side of the foot allows the  binder to      
fit against the foot.  
 

Binder Foot #95C works  with models 
that have a maximum stitch width of 
9mm. The right side of the foot  is     

narrower than Reverse Pattern Foot #1, which allows the  
binder to fit against the foot.  

Binder Foot #95/95C 

Binder Size  Bias Strip Size  Final Binding 
28mm   28mm (scant 1⅛”)  7mm (¼”) 
32mm   32mm (true 1¼”)  8mm (5/16”) 

38mm   38mm (scant 1½”)  11mm (7/16”) 

2  Loosen screws using a screwdriver to slide   
the guide side-to-side; should be adjusted  

to fit against the side of the presser foot after 

the attachment is in place. 

 

Binder Attachment #88 
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